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CHAPTER 1

a Rock climbing inspired bracelets and backpacks project

Please be noted that the whole project is still under construction. Nothing stated in this index are finalized, and
therefore not allowed for commercial use.

The project aim of bra-celets is to build a machine learning AI in order to build appropriate content for the brand’s
products - especially descriptions. With the launch of international site as well as Europe site, the AI would help to
create new content related to the brand, especially on rock climbing bracelets and rock climbing bags & backpacks.

Below is the important list of website content that would greatly benefit from the machine-learning project.

Brand - Topologie

Rock climbing inspired bags, backpacks & sachels

Rock climbing inspired bracelets & wristmands

Multipitch | Large | Black | Lightweight | Rock Climbing Backpack

Rope Tote | Rope Tote Bag

Haul Backpack | Haul Bag | Rock Climbing Bag

Chalk Bumbag | Bum bag

Matching Bracelets

Couple Bracelets | His and hers bracelets

Unisex Bracelets | Bracelets for women | Mens Bracelets

With the growing popularity of rock climbing activities, the project owner believes that there will be a growing demand
of the machine-learning article writer. Expanded uses include blog posts, content marketing, or even wiki posts writing.

More information of the project owner’s affiliated brand - Topologie.: Humans come from the wilderness. Long
dwelling in urban, humans often miss the graceful bond between nature and oneself, as well as the primal passions for
adventures.

Celebrating the authentic spirit of early climbers and alpinists, Topologie takes inspiration from the rock climbing
ropes, tools and gears to create all kinds of goods that reconnects urban living and the spirit of exploration in the wild.
The first ever Topologie project begins with the creation of our bracelet collections - the Yosemiteand theKalymnos-
bracelets.
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https://intl.topologie.com
https://eu.topologie.com
https://topologie.com/
https://topologie.com/pages/bags
https://topologie.com/pages/bracelets
https://topologie.com/products/multipitch-backpack-large
https://topologie.com/products/rope-tote
https://topologie.com/products/haul-backpack
https://topologie.com/products/chalk-bumbag
https://topologie.com/collections/matching-bracelets
https://topologie.com/collections/couple-bracelets
https://topologie.com/collections/unisex-bracelets
https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
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(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode char 手 (U+624B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode char 镯 (U+956F)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.
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Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup 
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The Topologie bracelets pay homage to the rock climbing hardwares, each carefully designed with a special finishing,
combined with Japan-made climbing cord to match every style and outfit.

Founded in 2018, Topologie pays homage to the early rock climbers and alpinists – a sport rarely seen in the world of
designer brands. The new rock climbing inspired designer label takes inspirations from rock climbing tools and gears
to create all kinds of goods that reconnects urban living and the spirit of exploration in the wild.

The new Topologie Bags collection is an urban interpretation of the essential rock climbing gears, creating various
unique alpinist-inspired bags with clean and streamlined silhouette which fit to your needs whenever your adventure
takes you.

As a modern translation of the authentic rock climbing bags, Topologie bags feature its water-repellent fabric and
zippers, as well as the rock climbing sling webbing with special reinforcement stitching. The climbing rope zipper
puller and routes pattern lining gives a hint of the adventurous spirit in the wilderness.
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